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Abstract—As the famous BBC ecological documentary throughout history, "the Earth" performs a scene of wonderful visual feast of the earth by using natural ecological elements to state the story. This paper chooses several pieces of the documentary to analyze, and interprets from the aspects of its film structure, scenes, sound, and montage, so that readers can understand how the film influence the audience by using their own audio-visual language.
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I. INTRODUCTION

"The Earth" produced by BBC of the UK is a very large eye-catching documentary with the length of about 90 minutes, which starts with stories of three families of species including polar bears, elephants and whales, combining narrative with artistic, and presents the love for beautiful natural environment and worship of the earth in the kinship of animal.

II. A BRIEF ANALYSIS OF THE STRUCTURE OF DOCUMENTARY "THE EARTH"

From the perspective of structure of the film, it is divided into three parts. Editing is one of the cores of film production. The editor creates discontinuous, cross-regional, intuitive images with a unique logical thinking form, and the contents form unfolds the overview in the structure of general-divide-general, starting from the general overview of the earth and then describing the three species of polar bears, elephants and whales, combining narrative with artistic, and presents the love for beautiful natural environment and worship of the earth in the kinship of animal.

The structure of these three parts determines the overall framework of the film, so the content starts a specific story narrative in this framework. The film content of each part is narrated respectively from the overall summary to divide narrative, and the picture connection has very good logic, which leave a deep impression to the audience. For example, the design of the opening starts with mysterious music and macro scenes, and briefly summarizes the evolution history from the birth of the earth to the birth of life with intuitive image of pictures.

III. ANALYSIS OF THE SCENE OF THE DOCUMENTARY "THE EARTH"

The scene as the smallest unit of the structure of the film carries the transmission of film information with different forms and content. The scene connection and scene conversion of the film are implemented based on conversion of time and space with strong logic. It is unfolded in chronological order, with clear levels of paragraph composition. It mainly adopts chronological narrative, starting with the Arctic Highlands in January which have not seen the sun for more than a month to describe the polar bears foraging; then the scene shifts to the first ray of sun coming out of the horizon in February when interesting stories happens to polar bears and their cubs after winter, which allows the audience to know the living environment of the creatures. This content is full of narrative. The North in March is still covered with ice and snow. The film uses an overlook scene to convert the scene to a vast coniferous forest — a wasteland. The scene turns to the animals in the wasteland with the voiceover, depicting the life of the bobcats with the front and opposite scenes; and then finishes this scene with overlook scene. The image of the rotation of the earth appears in the scene, which directly reflects the changes brought to the coniferous forest by spring, and reflects the important role of the forest for the earth and mankind from the side. Everything in the forests is vibrant in April, and many creatures completed the process of predation and breeding through large-scale migration. In this paragraph, overlook scene and the push and pull and moving of the scene shows the spectacular scenes of animal migration. In addition, the film is good at using the sports scene. For example, in the scene where a wolf prey on the deer separated from the deer herd, the scene takes the moving direction of the wolf and deer as the center, making the image maintain the same moving direction. This part of
In South Africa in June that is in dry season. The elephants begin the journey to find water and food, so all the elephants head to Okavango together. In this paragraph, the close-up scene of the elephant's legs leads to the next picture of the elephant group. It can be seen from the dry and hot desert environment and the sand in the scene that the journey of elephant group is not easy. For this purpose, in the latter scene a pair of struggling elephant mother and child after a dust storm is depicted in detail. In this piece of film, the bison herd also joins the journey of finding water. The scene is shot from the front to the overhead, showing the love and desire for water of lives. Flat green grassland also demonstrates the lifecycle over and over again. The whole scene is edited smoothly and understandably, with the perfect scene control making the story of the film intertwined and interlocked.

When the film tells the story of seven humpbacks, it uses mobile scheduling to make the scene move with the movement of the whale in the picture, making full use of dynamic performance of the scene to let the audience's attention focus on the movement process of the whale. Beautiful blue ocean and whale perfect fuse together, so that the audiences once again feel the shock brought by everything in the nature.

IV. A BRIEF ANALYSIS OF THE SOUND OF DOCUMENTARY "THE EARTH"

The combination of sound and picture jointly forms the artistic thinking way of the film. Sound can not only render the environment, but also participate in the narrative. Each piece of music in the film is combined with the picture, of with the changes are harmony and wonderful. The beautiful symphony and scenes are intertwined in the film, with the combination of sound and picture promoting the narrative. Wonderful narration and perfect tone quickly bring the audience into the beautiful natural environment. In the scene of wolf chasing deer in the first half of the film and scene of polar bear capturing the walrus in the second half, the music rises and falls with the intense chasing atmosphere, pushing this scene to the climax.

Wonderful picture joined with the timely sound is enough to express the full meaning of the film and interpret the mental state of the creator. In the film there is relaxed and lively music sometimes. For example, when the bears play in the sun after the thaw of snow and ice, birds of paradise fly in the vast forest, and monkey and elephant cross the river for fun, relaxed music is played in these parts. This not only shows the interesting side of nature, but also expresses the creator's love for the natural world.

In addition, the sound has the coherent effect of connecting the scenes. When many paragraphs in the film come to the end, the music will connect the two scenes, serving as the transition. At the 55th minutes in the film, the scene shows demoiselle crane flying over the Himalayas for winter. The background music and sound effects make the scene cover the clouds and then slowly dissolve, transiting to the next scene of a river. The next scene has been showing mountains and waterfalls, with distant symphony
accompanying by spectacular pictures, and the quiet and beautiful atmosphere arises spontaneously.

V. SEVERAL MONTAGE EXPRESSING FORMS OF DOCUMENTARY "THE EARTH"

The creation of this film uses a large number of montage expressing forms. This paper analyzes several points of the film.

A. The Use of Narrative Montage

The film is good at using narrative montage to edit together the plots at same time in different regions alternately. For example, in the journey of elephant finding water, it arranges the scene of buffalo finding water alternatively. Each plot depends on each other, completing the narrative together.

B. The Use of Reproduce Montage

In the process of wolf pursuing the deer, the film uses the reproduce montage expressing form, constantly showing the scene of wolf pursuing the deer of which the content is consistent with nature, which highlight the sense of urgency step by step. It is very easy for such effect to infect the audience.

C. The Use of Lyrical Montage

The use of lyrical montage is very common in this documentary. This is a kind of thought and emotion that guarantees the coherence of narrative and description and performs beyond the story. This montage expressing form is very widely used in the whole film. For instance, in the emergence of polar bears and elephants and the introduction of the tropic in May, lyrical montage is applied. From 56th minutes, the film begin to introduce the impact brought by the melting of snow and ice due to the sunshine. The scene uses overlooking shoot, rotating scene, and moving shot and so on to show the spectacular waterfall. Shooting the impetuous waterfall until the emergence of rainbow from multiple angles can make the audience look forward the content of next paragraph. The emergence of rainbow brings new power to this piece, indicating the new vitality and good news. The next scene is the emergence of the bison herd that finally reaches the end of a long journey.

D. The Use of Metaphoric Montage

The use of metaphoric montage in the film is produced by contrasting the large scene. For example, the contrast between the beautiful environment and the bad weather implicitly and vividly shows the creator's creative intention, which will lead the audience to think and raise their environmental awareness.

The end of the film once again tells the story of the polar bear. With the acceleration of melting of iceberg caused by global warming, the male polar bear find a place to rest after seeking on the sea for several days, but the hungry polar bear did not get the opportunity of predation. At sunset, it lies on the ground tired and hungry. The scene turn to the new picture, where two polar bear cubs appear again, and they grow sturdily after leaving the mother bear. The two cubs are playing in the snow and having fun in sea with floating ice. As the commentary says, the polar bear has become the current situation of the Earth and a symbol of all the animals that endeavor to survive with us together. These offspring are the proof of life adaptability. This sentence is memorable. At the end of the scene, a polar bear swims in the sea with ice floating around, which again makes the audience recognize the importance of protecting the earth's environment. It is protecting the human ourselves to cherish the natural environment, do not let it suffer from the strong destruction of modernization, and coordinate the coexistence with other creatures.

VI. CONCLUSION

"The Earth" is a very good documentary. This film is a beautiful natural feast for the audience as well as a very good textbook on shooting and editing for the film lovers. The film not only allows the audience to learn the professional shooting and editing knowledge, study the excellent audio-visual language, but also can encourage the audience to re-examine their own environmental awareness, which is worth the profound reflection of every audience.
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